
About the show  

Miscellany Media Studios is pleased to announce its third audio fiction show: an entirely new 
property and the production company’s first attempt at science fiction. 

…  That you can remember any. Maybe you haven’t been following the studio for that long, so 
you have no choice but to take this press kit at its word. There could have been another show, 
short run or otherwise that has been wiped from the internet. And maybe you saw it, enjoyed it, 
but then forgot about it. Memory is a fickle thing, after all. We think we know something, and 
then we don’t. 

What is Temporal Light?  

Temporal Light is an audio fiction podcast about reclaiming one’sesense of autonomy: a 
familiar tale told through a science-fiction lens. It is the third fiction podcast from Miscellany 
Media Studios.  

Zaneta Aurelia Azis Parker has a normal life. Seriously. It’s normal. She might be the daughter 
of a prestigious neurologist who caught the eye of the people connected to big pockets, but she 
just works in the office by running the daily operations and at home by taking care of her 
siblings. Considering she can remember never wanting this life, some would think that’s odd. 
But she doesn’t.  

Until she sees an image of herself at a fundraising dinner in a modern piece done by a secretive 
artist. It is hard to see, what with it being hidden and only visible by a trick of the light. 
However, Zaneta is drawn to the one spot where the lights could have shown her this version of 
herself.  

With that, a facade starts to fall, and Zaneta is left to piece everything together. First things first, 
you would suppose, who is the mysterious Lucent? 

Temporal Light is written, performed, and edited by Marcilena J. Bailey. Its music is produced 
and licensed from SoundsLikeAnEarful.com, a Canadian music supplier headed by Christopher 
Postil.  

The show is free to listen to wherever one may get their podcasts, and transcripts are available 
on the Miscellany Media Studios main page. The show does not have any advertisements and 
instead relies on support from its creator’s finances and its listeners through the studios’ Ko Fi 
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account.  

Will I like this show?  

Temporal Light is great for fans of Alice Isn’t Dead and It Was Never Just About the 
Revolution. And/or those who grew up with the dystopian trend in young adult literature.  

It is a science fiction story told as a call into the proverbial void: to those we knew before like 
ourselves, first and foremost. It is not so much a “coming of age” story as it is a “coming into 
yourself” as Zaneta’s principle conflict is asserting her own identity in the face of a force that 
can quite literally rewrite it. 

It is philosophical, brooding, but still hopeful as a story about finding one’sself.  

Is it suitable for all ages? Are they any trigger warnings?  

Temporal Light may not be suitable for all ages. The show is based on concepts such as 
parental/domestic abuse and gaslighting as key components of the premise. Miscellany Media 
Studios would advise strong caution for anyone with sensitivities to those subjects.  

Release Schedule  

The first episode will go live the morning of February 12th, 2020 - 9:00 pm CT. Different 
players update their feeds at different schedules. The show will then run on a bi-weekly 
release schedule. 

Transcripts are released with each episode and can all be found on the Miscellany Media Studios 
website.  

Online and Social  

● Website: miscellanymedia.online   

● Transcripts: miscellanymedia.online/transcripts  
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http://miscellanymedia.online/
http://miscellanymedia.online/transcripts


● Business inquiries: business@miscellanymedia.online  

● Ko-Fi: ko-fi.com/mmstudios  

● Twitter: @TempLightPod 

● Tumblr: miscellanymedia  

Listen on...  

● Coming soon. Check back as links on various platforms are updated.  

● Blubrry: https://blubrry.com/temporallight/ 
● Stitcher: 

https://www.stitcher.com/podcast/miscellany-media-studios/temporal-light?refid
=stpr.  

● Apple Podcasts: 
https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/temporal-light/id1495597572  

● Google Play: 
https://play.google.com/music/m/Ilcpfe46kdfwulshdz463dqy3rm?t=Temporal_Li
ght  
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